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REPLACING AND UPGRADING BUSINESS PHONE SYSTEMS
Business phone systems can be simple or complex, depending on the number of lines and desk units to be installed. With a little forethought, purchasing a
business phone system can allow you to have an expandable platform that is easily capable of handling the growth your company may experience. Many
business phone manufacturers make equipment that is only useful within their product line. For this reason, it is essential to examine what products are
offered to make sure that your needs will be met both today and several years down the road.  

If you are replacing a business phone system, you may not be able to utilize parts of your current system for an upgrade if your current equipment is
outdated or no longer manufactured. Some business phone systems are only expandable so far, with the number of lines being limited. For cost purposes, it is
always more cost effective to upgrade an existing system than to completely replace your system, but be especially careful when doing so. Find out all the
information you can on your current product line and make sure that it can be expanded even further should the need arise. Many business phone
equipment retailers and wholesalers offer used or refurbished equipment that small business can use to avoid having to completely replace their existing
hardware. The most important time to consider the future for your phone system is during the initial purchase.  

Equipment that is time tested and offers several options for expansion may be more expensive than some of the cheaper options available, but the savings
you will experience in the long run can eclipse whatever many you may save now by a substantial amount. Just as a desktop terminal and server system for a
business is a serious purchase that merits future needs considerations, a phone system is no different. Do your homework and you can get a business phone
system that will meet your business needs for many years to come.

 


